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Fall Awareness and
Protection Campaign
Continues
The Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA) awarded the Roofers and Waterproofers
Research and Education Joint Trust Fund Trust a training grant to sponsor Roofing Industry Fall Protection
Conferences around the country. Five conferences were
held in Chicago, IL, and Minneapolis, MN, in 2007. Two
conferences were recently held in Portland, OR. Many of
the attendees included roofing contractors, superintendents, foremen and key journeymen. (See the following
story for more information and pictures on the Portland
conferences.)
The conferences comprise one important phase of a
wide-ranging commitment by the International Union
to promote fall awareness and to highlight fall protection solutions.
We’ve begun publishing articles in our magazine
– The Journeyman Roofer and Waterproofer – profiling roofing jobs which employ effective fall protection
techniques. Past articles have featured jobs by Charles F.
Evans Company in Elmira, NY, and Feeley, McAnespie
Inc. located in Boston, MA.
We are developing materials such as posters, stickers,
mailers, etc to reinforce the importance of fall protection on all jobs and in all scenarios. These materials
will be free of charge and available to all members, local
unions, JATCs and signatory contractors.
We are also in the process of developing an area on
our web site devoted entirely to fall protection – stressing the hazards, presenting fall accident scenarios, showcasing fall protection solutions and offering resources
for more information.
The fall protection conferences and exhibitions,
of course, have been the key to this program. We’ve
brought together the key people – insurance industry,
OSHA, engineers, contractors, superintendents, foremen, key journeymen and the fall protection equipment
manufacturers – to fully discuss the issues surrounding
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one addresses fall forces.

Others
will include Guard Rails, Warning Line
Systems, Safety Monitors, Personal
Fall Arrest Systems, Hole Covers and
Slide Guards. All will be available for
free from the International Union.
fall protection and address potential solutions to prevent
falls, protect roofers, and improve productivity.
We hope to continue to sponsor these conferences and
further develop materials and programs surrounding
this nationwide campaign to reduce the incidence of falls
in the roofing industry. n
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